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EXTENDING HOMEOMORPHISMS AND APPLICATIONS

TO METRIC LINEAR SPACES WITHOUT COMPLETENESS

TADEUSZ DOBROWOLSKI

Abstract. A method of extending homeomorphisms between compacta metric

spaces is presented. The main application is that homeomorphisms between

compacta of an infinite-dimensional locally convex metric linear space extend to

the whole space. A lemma used in the proof of this fact together with the method

of absorbing sets is employed to show that every a -compact normed linear space

is homeomorphic to a dense linear subspace of a Hubert space. A discussion of

the relative topological equivalence of absorbing sets in noncomplete spaces is

included. The paper is concluded with some controlled versions of an isotopy

extension theorem.

Introduction

The first part of the paper is devoted to a question of whether homeomor-

phisms between two sets K and L of a space X extend to the whole X. In the

second part, we apply our results concerning this question to show the relative

topological equivalence of certain a-compact linear spaces in their completions.

From this point of view, the most important case arises if K and L are compact

and X is a metric linear space. The first significant contribution in answering

the question was a result of Klee [14]. It states that infinite-dimensional Hubert

spaces have the homeomorphism extension property for compacta, i.e., every

homeomorphism between compact of an infinite-dimensional Hubert space ex-

tends to the whole space. Since then the homeomorphism extension property

has become central in investigations and applications of infinite-dimensional

topology. Our objective is to establish the homeomorphism extension property

for certain spaces X without completeness.

The method we use goes back to the following "open action principle": if an

action of a complete group on a complete space is almost open (i.e., closures

of images of all open sets have nonempty interiors) then the action is open and

transitive provided each of its orbits is dense.  (Conversely, transitive actions
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of separable metric groups are almost open on complete spaces.) The fact was

discovered and communicated to the author by H. Toruñczyk (unpublished).

It is an abstraction on the convergence procedure developed successively by

Homma [13], Gluck [12], Bryant [5] and Stanko [16] which has its ancestor

in the classical proof of the Banach open mapping principle due to Schauder.

In our setting, we consider the natural action c: H(X) x E(K, X) -> E(K, X)

of a group H(X) of all homeomorphisms of X on the space E(K, X) of all

embeddings of K into X. To express the fact that c is almost open and has

each orbit dense we introduce the notion of the almost extension property. It

requires, for every map f:K —► X with d(f, id) < dist(K,X\U), where U

is any neighborhood of K, and every e > 0, the existence of h G H(X) with

d(h\K,f) <e, d(h, id) < d(f, id) + e and h\X\U = id. Clearly, if X is an
infinite-dimensional linear space, H(X) is not metrizable and the result on tran-

sitive actions is not directly applicable. However, under certain assumptions on

X, a procedure of a proof of the above mentioned result can be adopted to show

that c is transitive. This yields the homeomorphism extension property of X.

In the case of noncomplete X, one can consider its completion X and require

additionally that h of the almost extension property be a homeomorphism of

X preserving X. With this extra hypothesis we are able to extend a homeo-

morphism between K and L of X to a homeomorphism of X preserving X.

Summarizing, a verification of the almost extension property is crucial in order

to obtain the homeomorphism extension property. We have done this in the

case of locally convex metric linear spaces X. The main result on extending

homeomorphisms is that every homeomorphism between compacta K and L

of an infinite-dimensional locally convex metric linear space X extends to a

homeomorphism h of the completion X such that h preserves X. A smooth

variation of this fact says that if additionally X is a pre-Hilbert space, then the

homeomorphism h may be taken as a diffeomorphism of X\K onto X\L.

In the application part of the paper we mostly deal with infinite-dimensional

cr-compact linear spaces. We show that in such spaces, the homeomorphism

extension property for the class of all Z-sets is true. Another application is

an attempt to describe topological types of rj-compact linear spaces that are

universal for a class of compacta. We prove that if locally convex metric linear

spaces Ex and E2 are universal for a family of compacta ^ and Ex and E2

are countable unions of elements of i?, then they are homeomorphic. This

generalizes the fact that maximal (resp. minimal) types of rr-compact linear

spaces, i.e. universal for all compacta (resp., all finite-dimensional compacta),

are homeomorphic, see [1, 3, 17 and 10]. As a corollary, we obtain the result

that every infinite-dimensional locally convex metric linear space (resp., every

infinite-dimensional normed linear space) which is a-compact is homeomorphic

to a dense linear subspace of the countable product of lines (resp., of a Hubert

space).

The next part of the paper deals with the problem of the relative topological

equivalence of skeletoids in the sense of Bessaga-Pelczyñski [3] (equivalently:
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absorbing sets in the sense of Anderson [1]) in noncomplete spaces X. In

contrast to the case of complete X, we provide simple examples of homeomor-

phic skeletoids in standard tr-compact normed linear spaces X which are not

homeomorphic via a homeomorphism of the whole X. We have shown that, in

certain instances, the theorem on the relative topological equivalence of skele-

toids in noncomplete spaces holds true. For example, if a cr-compact locally

convex metric linear space E contains a Hubert cube, then any er-compact

linear spaces Ex and E2 dense in E, which do not contain a Hubert cube

and are homeomorphic, are also homeomorphic via a homeomorphism of E,

provided each E\E¡ is cr-compact. (The spaces Ex and E2 are skeletoids for

the class of all compacta which are embeddable in Ex and E2, respectively.)

The basic method of constructing homeomorphisms in the application part is

the standard method of skeletoids [3] (or absorbing sets [1]). Consequently, all

homeomorphisms which we construct can be extended to the completions of

spaces which we deal with.

In the last section of the paper we prove controlled versions of an isotopy

extension theorem for infinite-dimensional locally convex metric linear spaces.

It enables us to show that such spaces have the homeomorphism extension prop-

erty for local compacta.

I am grateful to the referee for the suggestion to add a section on the con-

trolled isotopy extension theorems. I also thank H. Toruñczyk for substantial

discussions during the preparation of the final version of the paper.

1. Extending homeomorphisms. An abstract scheme

Let (X ,d) be a metric space. Let us recall that X is a neighborhood extensor

for a class sf of closed subsets of X if

NE(j/) : for every Ags/ and every map f:A-* X, there exists a map /

which is defined on a neighborhood of A and which extends /.

Throughout this paper we will deal with a question of whether a homeomor-

phism h:A—>B between subsets of X extends to a homeomorphism of the

whole X. Let G be a subgroup of the group H(X) of all homeomorphisms

of X. The space X is said to have the G - s/ extension property if every

homeomorphism between subsets of sf extends to a homeomorphism h G G,

see [4, p. 124]. It means that, for every A G s/ , the restriction map h —> h\A ,

h G G, is onto. If the restriction map is an open map in the limitation topologies

[20] on suitable function spaces, then X is said to have the G -s/ estimated

extension property, see [4]. We will be interested in the following version of

the extension property for a class 317 of compacta of X. We say that X has

the G - 377 almost extension property if

AEP(C7 - 7717) : for every K G 377, its neighborhood U in X, a map

f:K —> X with d(f, id) < dist(Zi,X\f7) and every e > 0, there exists a

homeomorphism h G G such that d(h\K,f) < e , d(h, id) < d(f, id) + e and

h\X\U = id.
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The above property is an estimated variation of the almost openness of the

restriction map h —► h\K.

Given a subfamily 7? of the class 377, we say that X has the G - 377 - 77F

limit flattening property if

LFP(C7 -37 -9r): for every ZC g 377, its neighborhood U in X and

every â > 0, there exists a sequence {cpn} of homeomorphisms of X such that

the uniform limit lim t/>JZi = 0^ is a map with (p^K) G 7F and, for every

n,d(tpn, id) < S and tpn\K\U = id.

In infinite-dimensional topology the idea to "flatten" compact sets goes back

to Klee [14], who observed that a compact subset of an infinite-dimensional

Hubert space can be considered as (a subset) of the graph of some map. Then

the graph can be easily transformed via a homeomorphism of the whole space

into a linear subspace of a nontrivial defect. This process is referred to as flat-

tening a compact set. In our setting, the condition LFP(G-7^r-âr) guarantees

flattening of each element of 377 to an element of 7?.

Our main objective of this section is to establish the G -377 extension prop-

erty of a space X with the G - 3f almost extension property. Consequently,

the importance of detecting the G - 377 almost extension property arises. In

many instances we find it easier to show AEP((7-y) for some subclass 9~ of

3? . It turns out that the G-377 -7?~ limit flattening property reduces verifying

AEP(G - 377) to verifying AEP(C7 - &) together with NE(JT). Our second

goal of this section is to show this reduction.

We will start by noting the following remarks.

1.1. Remark. If X satisfies AEP(G -37), then for every K G 377, a map

f:K—>X can be arbitrarily closely approximating by restrictions h\K, h G G.

(We simply agree dist(AT, 0) = oo.)

1.2. Remark. The condition AEP(C7-^) implies the following:

for every K G 377 , its neighborhood U and a map e:X —►

(0, oo) , there exists a such that for every map f:K —► X with

d(f, id) < a can be arbitrarily closely approximated by restric-

tions h\K with h G G,h\X\U = id and d(h(x),x) < e(x).

The main result of this section reads as follows:

1.3. Theorem. Let (X ,d) be a metric space. Suppose X has the G - 377 al-

most extension property for some class 377 of compacta of X and some subgroup

G of H(X). Then, every homeomorphism h:Ax —► A2, where AX,A2 g 377,

extends to a homeomorphism h G G. Moreover, h can be chosen so that, locally,

h\X\Ax and (h)~x\X\A2 are finite compositions of elements of G.

Proof. We shall inductively find two sequences {hn}^0 and {gn}^L0 of G such

that the sequences {(gn+l ° •• • ° gx ° g0)~ ° hn o • •■ o hx o h0} and

{(hn o ■ ■ ■ o hx o h0)~x o gn+x o ■ ■ ■ o gx o g0} are uniformly Cauchy with respect
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to the metric d and stabilize outside Ax and A2, respectively. Moreover, we

shall ensure that {(gn+l ° • • • ° g, ° g0)~ o(hno---ohxo h0)\Ax} converges to h

and {(hn o ■ ■ ■ o hx o /z0)_1 o (gn+x o-ogxo g0)\A2} converges to h~ . We shall

finally set

h(x) = Hm(gn+X o ••• o gx o g0)_1 o hn o ■ ■ • o hx o h0(x),       XGX.

Write

FkX = {xg X:dist(x,Ax) > 2~k},       F2 = {x G X:dist(x,A2) > 2~k),

Gxk = {xG X: dist(x ,hko-ohxo h0(Ax)) > 2~k)

and

G2k = {xG X; dist(x, gk o • • • o gx o g0(A2)) >2~k),

for k = 1,2,..., and let Fl = F^ = Gx0 = G^ = 0. To unify the inductive

construction we fix the following notation. Let <Pn = hk o • ■ • o hx o h0, Fn = Fk

and F'H = Gxk, for n = 2k, and let <bn = gko ■■■ o gx o gQ, Fn = F2 and

F'n = G2k, for n = 2k - I, k = 0,1,... . We also write ux = h:Ax -» A2 and

u_x = id:Ax —► Ax. With this notation we shall construct a sequence {<1)„}^L_1

of G to satisfy

d(^xo<t>nou{_X)^,u{_xr <2~"

and

«/(«Wl)-"*,.-!0 W(_1)J <"«'

where an is that of (*) (of 1.2) applied with

K = *n_xou(_xr(Al)>        U = X\(*n_x(Fn_x)öF:_x)

and
(1) e = «„_,:*-(O.oo)

such that g G H(X) , d(g(x),x) < e(x) imply

d*(g°®n_l,®n_l) = d(go<I>n_x,<î>n_x)

+ d((go<í>n_x)-x,^x)<2-n

and

d(®ñ-2 ° *«- 1 . *«-2 ° # ° *»-1 ) < 2_" '

for « = 0,1,2, ...(<D_2 = id).

(2) ^n\Fn-2^<-l(K-2)-^n-2\Fn-2^<-2(Fn-2)'

for n= 1,2,... ,

(3) d*(Q>n ,<D„_2) = ¿(<Dn ,<D„_2) + ¿(AT1 ,*;j2) < 2""+1,

for n = 1,2, ... ,
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(4) d(<S>-[3o<l>n_2,<l>-x_3o<t>n)<2-n+X,    forn = 2,3,....

Inductive construction. Set <P_ ( = id and let n = 0. Pick c*0 of the condition

(*) applied to K = <b_xoux(Ax) = h(Ax), U = X and e_x(x) = j . By Remark

1.1, there exists <P G G such that d(4>\Ax ,h) < aQ. Letting <P0 = <P, we see

that the condition (1) is satisfied for n = 0. Suppose that i>_1,00, ... ,On_1

has been constructed for n > 1. Let an be that of (*) applied with ®n_x o

u(_xy(Ax), U = X\(<Pn_x(Fn_x) U F'n_x) and e = en_x:X - (0,oo) such

that g G H(X), d(g(x),x) < e(x) imply d*(g o<t>n_x,<i>n_x) < 2~n and

i/(0~_2o4>n_, ,Q>~_2°g°Q>n_x) < 2~n . We assume that an is so small to fulfill

the condition: aG®n_xou{_X)„(Ax), d(x,a)<an imply d(<&~~x_x(x) ,Q>~x_x(a))

< 2~" . Writing

KH_l=QH_2ou(_iy,-l(Al)   and

«„_, = *n_i ° "(_,)»-: ° (*„_2 ° «(-D-.r1!^,,-! .

according to (1), we have d(un_x, id) < an_, . We also have Kn_xr\On_2(Fn_2)

n F^_2 = 0. Thus by the property of an_x , there exists a homeomorphism

g € G such that

(a) ¿(¿rlZi^,,iv,)<(*„,
(b) sl<V2(ZV2)uZv2 = id,
(c) d(g(x),x) <en_2(x).

We set <Pn = g o <Pn2. The condition (a) yields

¿(<i>„°"(_1),-,<V1° "(_,)„)<«„;

hence, by the choice of an ,

d(4Vli ° <*>„ ° "(_,)»-. ,*ñ-i ° *„_, ° "(-i)»)

= rf^, o G>„ o M(_1)n_,, M(_1)n) < 2~" .

This, together with (b), shows that <Pn satisfies (1) and (2). By the choice of

en-2 ' ®n a^so satisfies (3) and (4) (for n > 2). The inductive construction is

complete.

We shall show that the sequences {O^zc+i °®2k(x)} ancl i®2k °®2k+i(xÏÏ

converge ¿/-uniformly in X with respect to x G X. Clearly then,

lim(<P2-'+1°<P2,)   and    lim^"1 o3»2l+1)

are inverse maps of one another; and consequently h = lim(<t>2k+x o <P2fc) is

a homeomorphism of X, see [4, p. 121]. Moreover, from the condition (1),

we get d(Q>2k o 02yt+1 o h, id) < 2-2 :_1 . This yields h\Ax = h . A strategy to

show that uniform limits of {^>jk+\ °®2k} an<* {®2k °®2k+\} are maPs 0I" -*"

into A!" is to prove that the sequences: (i) are uniformly Cauchy, (ii) locally
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stabilize outside Ax and A2, and (iii) converge to h and h~ on Ax and A2,

respectively. Using (3) and (4), we estimate

d(%k+l ° %k > •Í+3 ° %k+2) Ï d(®2~L ° *2/c . *2~*-l ° ®2k)

+ d(<t>2Xk_ ,o«D2t, O"1., o 02fc+2) + d(®2kX_, o <D2¿+2,0-'+3 o <P2fc+2)

= rf(*2_*+l > *ï-1 ) + d$>K- l0^' *S-1 ° *2*+2) + ¿(«í-1 - **+i)

< 2~2k + 2~2k-x + d(<S>-2Xk_x ,0-'+1) + d(*2kX+x ,A>2x+3)

<2~2k + 2-2k~X +2'2k +2~2k-2 <5.2~2k.

This shows that {^k+i °®2k(x)} *s a Cauchy sequence uniformly with respect

to x G X. To conclude that {Q>2k o<I>2A:+1 (jc)} is a Cauchy sequence we similarly

observe, via (3) and (4), that

^(^ ° ^2/c+l '°^+2 ° ^2/c+3)

< d(4>-' o <D2,+1,<p-' o <D2¿+3) + d(d>2k' o <D2yt+3,<D2"'+2 o <D2fe+3)

< 2~2k~2 + ¿(O»"' ,<£+2) < 2-2^2 + 2-2k~x < 2~2k .

It was already noticed that {^ïk+i 0<^2k\^2^ converêes uniformly to h~x . We

have

d(^2~L0%k\Ai'h) Ï d(®2~L o<D2i ,0)^3 o<D2fc+2)

+ ¿(*2*+3 ° °2Zc+2 ■ *¡fc+l ° *2fc+2)

The above estimate together with ( 1 ) yields the convergence of {^k+i °®2k l^i}

to h.

Thus, it remains to show that {0>2~k+] ° <&2k} an<^ i®2~k ° ®2k+\} l°caUy

stabilize off Ax and A2 , respectively. Pick x0 & Ax . By (2), there exists a

neighborhood U0 of x0 with U0r\Ax = 0, and «0 such that hn o ■ ■ ■ o hn o

■ ■ ■ o hx o h0\U0 = hn o ■ ■ ■ o hx o hQ\ UQ, we claim that there exists a neighborhood

VQ c /z„ o- • -ohxoh0(U0) of j^q = hn o-- -ohxoh0(x0) suchthat F0 c Gk for almost

all k . Otherwise, there would exist a sequence {yk } c hn o • • • o hx o h0(U0)

convergent to y0 and such that d(yk ,gk o ■ • • o g{ o g0(a¿. )) < 2~ ' for some

ak G A2. By the compactness of A2 we would assume that {ak } converges to

some aG A2. Consequently, the sequence {gk o ■ ■ ■ o gx o g0(ak )} converges to

y0 . Therefore for zc, large, we have

( Vi ° * * * ° Ai ° Äo)_1 ° (Sk, ° • • • °*i ° S0)(%)

= (hno o • • • o hx o h0fx o(gkio..-ogxo g0)(ak/) ;

the latter sequence convergent to x0 . On the other hand

,-1

{( Vi ° • • • ° VV>   °(gk,0--°sl0 S0)(%)}
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converges to h"x(a), contradicting the fact that xQ £ A2. Thus, for k > k0 , we

have V0 G hnQo- ■ ■ohxoh0(U0)nG2k and, by virtue of (2), gk\VQ = id for k > k0 .

Hence, for every y G V0 and k > kQ + 1, we have gko---o #^+1 o g^(y) = y ;

so letting z = (g^_x o-o g0)~x(y), we get gko--ogxo gQ(z) = y. Thus, for

y = hk o • ■ • o hx o h0(x) gVq, x g U0, we obtain

= («it+i "-oil" g0)~l °hko-ohxo h0(x)

provided zc0 > zz0. The same argument shows that {(hk o ••• o hx o h0)~x

° gk+i ° • • • ° ¿?i ° ^o} i°caAy stabilizes outside A2. From this it follows that,

locally h and (h)~ are finite compositions of elements of G on X\AX and

X\/l2 , respectively. The proof is complete.

In the case where (X ,d) is a complete metric space the above proof can

be simplified. In this case the uniform limits of {hn o ■ ■ ■ o hx o h0} and {gn o

... o gx o g0} will be homeomorphisms of X and Hmgn o ■ • ■ o gx o g0(h(a)) =

lim/zno- • ohx oh0(a) for a G Ax . Hence (limgn o-- ogx og0)~x olimAno- -o

hx o h0 is a required homeomorphism h . To show that lim(hn o • • • o hx o h0)

and lim(gn o ■ • • o gx o g0) are homeomorphisms we do not need the stabilizing

condition (2). Hence the extension h G H(X) exists even if the stabilizing

condition of 1.2 is dropped. However to construct homeomorphisms h G H(X)

with d(h(x),x) < e(x) for arbitrary e:X —» (0,oo) and noncompact X we

usually require h to be the identity off some open subset of X .

1.4. Note. Suppose XQ is a subspace of X such that g(XQ) = X0 for every

gGG (i.e., X0 is C7-invariant). Then, in 1.3 we additionally obtain that

the pairs (X0,X0\AX) and ((X0\A2)uh(Ax nXQ),X0\A2) are homeomorphic.

Moreover, by the last part of 1.3, h\X0\Ax and (h)~x\X0\A2 are locally finite

compositions of ^1^ with gGG. Consequently, if Ax ,A2 c X0 then h\X0

is a homeomorphism of X0 extending h .

1.5. Theorem. Let (X ,d) be a metric space, G be a subgroup of H(X) ,377 a

class of compacta of X and 7F its subclass. Assume X has the G—X-7? limit

flattening property and is a neighborhood extensor for 377. If X has the G-7F

almost extension property, then it has the G - 377 almost extension property.

Proof. Let K G 3¡7, its neighborhood U and e > 0 be given. Consider a

map f:K —► X such that d(f, id) < d0 = dist(K,X\U). We may assume

that / extends to / over U. There exists S > 0 with ô < e/A and such

that for k g K, d(x,k) < ô implies d(f(x),f(k)) < e/A. With this Ô,
pick a sequence  {<pn}  given by the condition LFP(C7 — 317 — 7F).   Assume
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e <d0- d(f, id) and write / = f\F, where F = tp^(K) G 7F. We have

d(f, id) <d(ftpoo,f) + d(f, id)+ d(id,tpj

< e/A + d(f, id) + e/A <dQ- e/A

<dist(F,X\U).

Now, the condition AEP(G-y) is applicable with (F ,U,f). So, there exists

h' G G,h'\X\U = id and d(h', id) < d(f, id) + e/A. We shall find a required
homeomorphism h of AEP(C7 -317) in the form h = hn = h' °<p„. First of all

observe that

d(hn, id) = d(h'tpn , id) < d(h'tpn , tpn) + d(tpn , id)

< d(h', id) + e/A < d(f, id) + e/2

< d(f, id) + e/2 + e/2 = d(f, id) + e.

Next, by the uniform convergence of {fn\K} there exists «0 such that for every

n> n0, d(h'tpJK, h'tp^) < e/A. This enables us to estimate for n> n0

d(hn\K,f) = d(h'tpn\K,f)

<d(h'tpn\K,h'tpJ + d(h'\K,f) + d(ftpoo,f)

< e/A + e/A + e/A < e.

Since both h' and tpn are the identity outside U, hn also is. We complete

the proof, letting h = hn .

1.6. Note. An inspection of the proof of 1.6 yields the following observation:

Assume K g7%~ and its neighborhood U satisfy LFP(C7-^-^"), and suppose

every map K into X admits a neighborhood extension. Then, if for every

F G 7? with F c U, mapping f-.F -* U, and e > 0 one can find h' G G

with d(h'\F,/) < e, h'\X\U = id, then for every f:K-*U and e > 0 one
can find h G G with d(h\K,f) <e, h\X\U = id and d(h, id) < d(f, id) +e.

2. Applications—The topological case

In our applications of the results 1.3 and 1.5 1 will be a metric linear space

(briefly: m.l.s.). In the case where I isa locally convex metric linear space

(briefly: l.c.m.l.s.) we are able to show the homeomorphism extension property

for compacta. We have done very little in the case where the local convexity is

dropped. In the applications, 317 will be the class of all compacta of X and 7?

will be the class of all compacta contained in finite-dimensional linear subspaces

of X. We also use the class TFd of all finite-dimensional compacta of X. Note

that 7F c 7?d c 7%7. We always consider X with a metric d induced by an

Z7-norm; hence, d is translation invariant, and d(tx ,0) < d(x ,0) for every

x G X and |r| < 1. If XQ is a dense linear subspace of X, then by H(X\XQ)

we denote the subgroup of H(X) of homeomorphisms preserving every linear

subspace of X containing XQ .
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We start with

2.1. Lemma. Let X be an infinite-dimensional m.l.s. and X0 its dense linear

subspace. Then, X has the G - 7 almost extension property, where G =

H(X\X0) and 7 is the class of all compacta contained in linear finite-dimen-

sional subspaces of X0.

Proof. Let F G 77, its neighborhood U and /: F -► X with d(f, id) <d0 =
dist(F ,X\U) be given. First, we easily show that / can be arbitrarily closely

approximated by embeddings u: F -* X0 with u(F) G 77. Approximate / by

f such that span(imZ') = X' c XQ. Then, since X0 is infinite-dimensional,

there is a finite-dimensional linear subspace X" of X0 admitting embeddings

v: F —► X" with d(v , 0) as small as we wish and such that X" f\X' = {0} . It

is clear that u can be taken as f + v .

Consider a finite-dimensional linear subspace Xx of X0 with X' + x" c X,

and dim^) > 2dim(Jt"' + X") + 3. If «is close to /, then d(u, id) <

dist(F,X\U) and ut(x) = (I - t)x + tu(x), 0 < t < 1, joins idf with u in

Xx n U. The space Xx has the estimated homeomorphism extension property

for compacta A c Xx with dim(span^4) < dim(X' + X") + 1. Therefore, given

e > 0 there is an isotopy (<P() of Xx such that <P0 = id, d(<bx\F,u) < e,

d(<bt, id) < d(u, id) + e and %\X\U = id for all 0 < t < 1.
We shall extend <P, to a homeomorphism of X preserving every linear sub-

space containing XQ. By a result of Michael [15], there exists a continuous right

inverse a: X/Xx —> X for the quotient map zc: X —> X/Xx such that a(0) = 0.

Moreover, the formula h0(x) = (k(x) ,x-atc(x)) defines a homeomorphism of

X onto (X/Xx)xXx transforming Xx identically onto {0}xXx . Also, we have

hQ(Y) = (Y/Xx) x Xx for every linear subspace Y of X with Y d Xx. Con-

sider neighborhoods V of the origin in X/Xx and U' of im(ut) in Xx such

that V x U' c h0(U). Pick a map k:X/Xx ^[0,1] such that A(0) = 1 and

k(y) = 0fory $ V . For (y,x) G (X/Xx) xl,, write ®(y,x) = (y ,%y)(x)).

Clearly, <P is a homeomorphism extending h0uh^ and O is the identity out-

side h0(U). Consequently, A = a¿"'í>a0 extends u and is the identity outside

U .  We complete the proof by noting that d(h, id) < d(u, id) + e and that

h G H(X\X0).

2.2. Note. Under the assumptions of 2.1 one can fulfill the condition

AEP(C7-^) with the requirement d(f, id) < dist(K,X\U) dropped, pro-

vided U is the complement of a compact subset L of X. This follows from

the fact that L is a Z-set in X. Consequently, there exists a homotopy

(ft):F —> U = X\K with fQ = id and fx as close to / as we wish. Next,
we approximate (f) by embeddings u:F x [0,1] —► X\K with uQ = id and

im(u) G 7. Now we may follow the argument of the proof of 2.1.

2.3. Lemma. Let E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and EQ its dense

linear subspace. Then, E has the H(E\EQ) -377 -77 limit flattening property,
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where 377 is the class of all compacta of E and 7 is the class of all compacta

contained in finite-dimensional linear subspaces of E0.

Proof. Fix K G 3f, its neighborhood U and ô > 0. We may assume that

ô < dist(K,E\U). Pick a finite-dimensional linear subspace Ex of E0 with

K c Ex + {x G E: d(x, 0) < S/A} . Consider a continuous right inverse a for the

quotient map k:E —► E/Ex [15]. By the local convexity we may additionally

require d(a(y), 0) < 2d(y, 0) for all y G E/Ex, where d is the quotient metric

of d. Write h0(x) = (k(x),x - azc(x)) for x G E. For every zc G K and

every x G E with d(K(x), 0) < d(K(k), 0), we have (k(x) , zc-azc(zc)) G h0(U).

Otherwise /z^'(zc(x),/c -azc(/c)) G E\U and we would get

d(aK(x) + k - azc(zc), zc) = d(aK(x) - azc(/c), 0)

< Ad(K(k), 0) < S < dist(AT, E\U),

a contradiction. The above shows that, using a partition of unity argument, we

can construct a map to: Ex —► [0, ô/A] with

h0(K) c {(y,x) G (E/Ex) x Ex:d(y,0) < to(x)} C hQ(U).

Let a,:[0,oo] -* (0,1], 0 < t < I, be a homotopy with a0 = 1, at mono-

tone, at|[l,oo] = 1 for each t, and for every 5 < 1, lim^, a((j) = 0.

Define an isotopy (gt) of (E/Ex) x Ex, 0 < t < 1, by letting gt(y,x) =

(at(d(y ,0)/to(x))y ,x) for y ^ 0 and gt(0,x) = (0,x). Observe that for each

0 < t < 1, At = h~xgth0G H(E\E0), d(At, id) < ô , A,\E\U = id, and

limA;(/c) = /c-azc(/c)eL'1

uniformly with respect to zc G K. We set tpn = A1(], , to fulfill

LFP(C7-^-^).

Now, we shall prove our main result on extending homeomorphisms.

2.4. Theorem. Let E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and Ë its comple-

tion. Every homeomorphism h:K —> L between compacta of E extends to a

homeomorphism h G H(É\E).

Proof. Let 7%7 be the class of all compacta and 77 the class of all compacta

contained in finite-dimensional subspaces of E. The space Ë satisfies

AEP(H(E\E) - 7)   and    LFP(H(E\E) -377-7)

by 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. The local convexity of È implies that Ë is an AR

(see [4, p. 67]) and consequently it satisfies NE(^). Hence, Theorem 1.5 is

applicable and Ë satisfies AEP(H(Ë\E) - 37). Now, the assertion of theorem

follows from 1.3 and 1.4.

For the purpose of the future citation let us note the following facts.
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2.5. Proposition. Let E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and E0 its dense

linear subspace. For every compact set K c E, its neighborhood U and a

map e:E —► (0,oo), there exists a ô > 0 such that every map f:K —► E with

d(f, id) < S can be arbitrarily closely approximated by restrictions h\K, where

h G H(E\EQ) satisfies d(h(x),x) < e(x) and h\E\U = id.

Proof. An argument of the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that E satisfies

AEP(H(E\E0) -317). This yields the assertion via Remark 1.2.

2.6. Proposition (cf. [10]). Let E bean infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and E0

its dense linear subspace. For every disjoint pair of compacta K and L of E,

mapping f:K —► E, ande > 0, there exists a homeomorphism h G H(E\E0)

with d(f,h\K)<e, d(h, id) < d(f, id) + e and h\L = id.

Proof. Follow the proof of 2.5. The needed changes are those of 2.2 and 1.6.

We do not know whether Lemma 2.3 remains true without the local convexity.

Observe that the condition LYP(3f7 - 7) (or more generally: L¥P(37 - 7d))

implies NE(«^) for any m.l.s. X. For, if X satisfies LFP(3i7 - 7d), then

for every K G 377, id^ is the uniform limit of a sequence <Pn'-K —► X with

(pn(K) G 7 ; consequently, by a result of [8], X is an absolute extensor for

compacta. Since, in spite of few attempts, the problem of whether all m.l.s.

X are extensors for compacta is still unsettled, we suspect that also verifying

LYP(3? - 7d) is not simple. It is reasonable to ask

2.7. Question. Assume an infinite-dimensional m.l.s. X is an absolute exten-

sor for the class of all compacta 3Í7. Does X satisfy LFF\3¡7 -77d)1

Summarizing, not only do we not know if all m.l.s. X have the homeomor-

phism extension property for compacta, but we do not know this for the class

7d of all finite-dimensional compacta either. It is not clear how to verify the

condition LFP(77d - 7) for arbitrary X. In the case where X is complete,

the homeomorphism extension property for compacta implies that X is an ab-

solute extensor for compacta. Below we show that the complete X has the

homeomorphism extension property for the class 7d.

2.8. Theorem. Every infinite-dimensional complete m.l.s. X satisfies the fol-

lowing version of the 7d - H(X) estimated homeomorphism extension property:

for every K G 7d, its neighborhood U and an embedding v:K —» X with

d(v , id) < dist(A", X\U) and e > 0, there exists h g H(X) extending v, and

satisfying d(h, id) < d(v , id) + e and h\X\U = id.

We shall need:

2.9. Lemma. Every infinite-dimensional complete m.l.s. X has the homeomor-

phism extension property for finite-dimensional compacta.

Sketch of proof. Let K,L G 7d and let h:K —* L be a homeomorphism.

Since span(Zi u L) is «r-compact and X is complete, there exists a finite-

dimensional linear subspace E of X with dim(Zs ) > 2 dim(ZC) + 1 and such
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that E n span(Zi U L) = {0} . Consider the homeomorphism

h0(x) = (K(x),x-atc(x))

of X onto (X/E)xE, where zc: X -> X/E is the quotient map and a: X/E -» X

its cross section (we use a Michael result of [15]). Clearly, h0(K U L) is the

graph of a map of a finite-dimensional compact subset of X/E into E. Now,

the result follows in a standard way by using Klee's method [14] (see also [7]).

(Note that, under our assumptions on the dimension of E, L can be embedded

in E.)

Proof of"2.8. We shall employ a method of Anderson and McCharen of [2].

First, observe that the homotopy ut — (1 - t)id+tv, 0 < t < 1, joins id^.

with v in U with d(ut, id) < d(v, id). Since span(im(w()) is cr-compact

we can approximate (ut) by (vt) such that v0 = id, vx = v and (k,t) —►

(v;(zc),i) is an embedding. Pick a finite-dimensional linear subspace of X

with dim(£) > 2 dim(Zt ) + 1 and a vector x G X\E. Let Y = X/E © Rx

and h0 be a homeomorphism of X onto Y x E ®Rx = Y x E xR given in

the same fashion as in the proof of 2.6. If i:K —> E is any embedding, write

e(k,t) = (i(k),t) for an embedding of Zix [0,1] into {0}xExR G YxExR.

By virtue of 2.9, there eixsts a homeomorphism h:X —»£xRx 7 such that

hv(k ,t) = e(k,t), (k,t)GK x[0,l]. Given e > 0, let

U(k)=   {J {xGU:d(x,v(k,t))<e/2}.
0<t<\

Clearly, we have e({k} x [0,1] c h (U(k)) for every k G K. Using the

R-coordinate only, we construct a homeomorphism <P of Y x E x R with

<P(j;,c?(zc,0)) = (y,e(k, l)), (y,k) G Y x K and such that <D = id outside

\Jk€K h(U(k)). Moreover, we can require that for each ^ € U¿ U(k) - U' there

corresponds kQ G K with /z(jc) e h(U(kQ)) and <ï>(/z(.x)) e h(U(kQ)). We set

/z = /z    <P/z. Since h(x) = x for every x £ U', h\X\U = id. Furthermore, if

x G U' then for some k0 G K we have h <¡>h(x), x G U(k0) ; consequently

d(x,h(x)) < diam(c/(/c0)) < e + d(v(k0,t),v(k0,s)). Thus, if (v{) is close

enough to (ut), we get d(h, id) < e + <Z(v , id). To finish the proof observe

that h\K = v.

2.10. Remark. Every infinite-dimensional complete m.l.s. X has the

7d - H(X) almost extension property. This can be easily derived from 2.8,

because by the a-compactness of f(K), every map f:K —► X, Kg 7d, can

be arbitrarily closely approximated by embeddings.

Note that an affirmative answer to 2.7, together with 2.10, 1.5, and 1.3 will

imply the extension homeomorphism property for compact of X.

We close this section by proving that every infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. E

has the 37-H(Ë\E) estimated homeomorphism extension property (in the ver-

sion of [4]). Note that to prove this, we cannot apply the Anderson-McCharen
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technique [2] because we do not know whether compact sets are deficient in pos-

sibly noncomplete E. Instead, we shall make use of Toruñczyk's result [17]. A

set K c E c Ë is said to be H(È\E)-thin [A] if, for every neighborhood U,

the identity id£ can be arbitrarily closely approximated by h G H(Ë\E) with

h\Ë\U = id and h(K) n K = 0.

2.11. Lemma. Every compact subset K of an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. E

is H(Ë\E)-thin.

Proof. Since the compact subsets of every infinite-dimensional m.l.s. are Z-

sets, idj^ can be approximated by maps K -> (E n U)\K. Now, the result

follows from the 7%7 - H(Ë\E) almost extension property of Ë (see 2.4).

A result of [17] together with 2.11 yields

2.12. Theorem. Every infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. E has the 377 - H(Ë\E)

estimated homeomorphism extension property.

2.13. Note. The version of the estimated homeomorphism property formu-

lated in 2.8 also holds true in the above case. We could prove it without re-

ferring to Toruñczyk's theorem. Observe that once we choose h0 in the proof

of 1.3 we determine the inductive process in the sense that hx,h2, ... and

g0,gx, ... can be chosen as close to the identity as we please.

3. Applications—The smooth case

In this section we shall be interested in the question of whether a homeomor-

phism h:K—>L between compacta of a normed linear space E (briefly: n.l.s.)

extends to a homeomorphism h of E such that h:E\K —► E\L is a diffeo-

morphism. The technique of Theorem 1.3 enables us to discuss this question

without referring to the Inverse Function Theorem. Consequently, it allows us

to drop the completeness assumption on E in [7] and to prove the first result

in this area without completeness.

We start with a lemma whose proof is a smooth analogue of that of 2.8.

3.1. Lemma. Let E be an infinite-dimensional n.l.s. and EQ be its dense lin-

ear subspace. If E admits a Cp norm, then E has the Diff P(E\E0) -7

almost extension property, where 7 is a class of all compacta contained in

finite-dimensional linear subspaces of EQ and Diff P(E\EQ) is the group of all

Cp diffeomorphisms of E preserving every linear space containing E0.

Proof. We shall make the necessary changes in the proof of 2.8 that are required

by the smooth case. Let K g 7, its neighborhood U and a map f:K —►

E with d(f, id) < dist(K,E\U) = d0 be given. Since span(Zi) is finite-

dimensional there exists a C°° manifold M with K c M and K n dM =

0 such that / admits an extension f:M —► E0 with d(f, id) < d0 and

f(M) G 7. We may additionally require that M c U. Consider a homotopy

f(m, t) = (l-t)m+tf(m), for m G M and -S < t < l+ô , with ô > 0 chosen

so that im/ c U. Include Mu f(M) in a finite-dimensional linear subspace
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Ex of large dimension. If Sidim^ + 1) > dim(AZ), then /: M x (-ô, 1 +Ô) -*

UnEx can be closely approximated by C°° embeddings g:M x(-S ,1+S) —>

U n Ex with g\M x {0} = id. Hence, we may assume that / = /(•, 1) and

g(, 1), and d(gt, id) and d(ft, id) are as close as we wish, respectively. Split

Ex = Y © E' © R in such a way that M admits a C°° embedding i: M ' —► É .

Write e(m,t) = (0,i(m),t) for a C°° embedding of M x (-¿,1 + ô) into

Y © Z? © R. We may assume that dim(£'1 ) is so large that embeddings g

and e are C°° diffeotopic in Ex. Then, by the classic theorem of Thorn

there exists a C°° diffeomorphism h':E2 —► Y x E' © R such that h'g = e.

Consider any splitting E = E' © Ex and write h0(x' + xx) = x + h(xx) for

x + xx G E' ®EX . Next, as in the proof of 2.8, construct a homeomorphism <P

of E'®Y®E®R with <p(j/,m,0) = (y,m,l), d(h~x®h0(x),x) <d(gt, id)+e

and /z¿"'<P/z0|£'\c/ = id. Since E admits a Cp norm, we can easily perform

this construction to obtain Oasa Cp diffeomorphism. The proof is completed

because A¿¡"'<PA0|/VZ = g(, 1) is close to / and /|Zi = /.

3.2. Lemma. Let H be an infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space and H0 its

linear dense subspace. Then H has the Diff °° (H\H0) - 3f - 7 limit flattening

property, where 377 is the class of all compacta of H and 7 is the class of all

compacta contained in finite-dimensional linear subspaces of H0.

Proof. We shall follow the proof of 2.3. Let K G 377, its neighborhood U and

¿ > 0 be given. Assume ô < dist(K ,H\U). There is an orthogonal splitting

H = Hx® H1 such that a finite-dimensional space ZZj is contained in HQ and

xx + x2 G K, xx G Hx , x2 G H1 imply ||x2|| < ô/2. Using the fact that

Hubert spaces admit smooth partitions of unity [18], we construct a C°° map

co:Hx -[0,¿/2] with

K c {xx +x2GHx ®H :\\x2\\ < co(xx)} c U.

Consider the homotopy (at) of the proof of 2.3. We additionally may require

that each at is C°° smooth and at = 0 on a neighborhood of 0. Write

g,(xx + x2) = xx + a/(||x2||/(y(x1))x2 for x2 ^ 0 and g,(xx) = xx. Since

each gt,0 < t < 1 , is a C°° diffeomorphism, we set tpn = gx_,x/n) to fulfill

LFP(Diff °°(H\E0) -377-7).

3.3. Lemma. Let E be a Banach space with a Schauder basis. Assume E

admits a C" norm. Then E has the Diff P(E) - 377 - 7 limit flattening
property.

Proof. Let K G 3f7, its neighborhood 17 and ô > 0 be given. Let {(t?j ,x*)}°lx

be a Schauder basis of E. With ô < dist(K ,E\U), there exists n such that

II^Zc^JtM^H < ¿/2 for every x s K. Let Px(x) = Ylnk=lx*k(x)ek and

P2(x) = x-Px(x). Replacing the splitting H = HX®H' by E = Px (E) © P2(E)

we may now proceed as in the proof of 3.2.
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Our main result on smooth extension of homeomorphism is

3.4. Theorem. Let H be an infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space and H its

completion. Every homeomorphism h:K —> L between compacta of H can be

extended to h G H(H\H) such that h is a C°° diffeomorphism on H\K.

Proof. This follows from 3.1, 3.2 and 1.5 applied to 1.3 (see also 1.4).

As a consequence we obtain the following results on C°° extracting of com-

pact sets from pre-Hilbert spaces.

3.5. Corollary. Every compact subset K of an infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert

space H is C°° negligible in H, i.e., there exists a C°° diffeomorphism

h:H\K->H.
onto

Proof. The result is that of [7] if H is complete. So, with H to be the com-

pletion of H, we may assume x G H\H. Consider the map zc —► x + k of K

into H\H. Using 3.4, this map can be extended to a homeomorphism h of

H such that h\H\K is a C°° diffeomorphism. Note that h sends H\K onto

H\(x + K) = H (see 1.4).

Employing 3.3 instead of 3.2 in the proof of 3.4 we obtain

3.6. Theorem. Let E be a Banach space with a Schauder basis. Assume E

admits a Cp norm. Then, every homeomorphism h:K^L between compacta

of E extends to a homeomorphism h of E such that h is a Cp diffeomorphism

of E\K onto E\L.

A. Minimal types of m.l.s. that are universal for

a class of compacta are homeomorphic

Every infinite-dimensional m.l.s. which is a countable union of finite-dimen-

sional compacta is universal for the class of finite-dimensional compacta. Every

such space is homeomorphic to l2 , a linear subspace of l2 consisting of all finite

sequences; see [3]. Also every cr-compact l.c.m.l.s. which is universal for the

class of all compacta is homeomorphic to X, the linear span of the Hilbert cube

Q = {(Xj) G l2: \Xj\ < l/i} in l2 ; see [10]. The following fact generalizes these

two results.

4.1. Theorem. Let Ex and E2 be l.c.m.l.s. universal for a class of compacta

7. The spaces Ex and E2 are homeomorphic iff EX,E2 G 7a, where 7a is

the class of sets which are countable unions of elements of 7.

We shall prove a slightly general fact.

4.2. Proposition. Expressing Ei = (Jf A'n as unions of compacta, assume each

Ax  can be embedded in £,  and each A2  can be embedded in E. .   Then,
n in i

there exists a homeomorphism h:Ë{ —► Ë2 of the completions of E¿Js with

h(Ex) = E2.

The proof will employ the skeleton technique of [1, 3 and 17]. We shall need

the following lemma which is a refinement of a result of [10].
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4.3. Lemma. Let (A,B) be a pair of compacta such that A admits an em-

bedding in a l.c.m.l.s. E. Given a compact set K c E, e > 0 and a map

f:(A,B) —► (Ë,E) such that f\B is an embedding, there exists an embedding

v.A^E with v\B = f\B, d(v,f) <e and v(A\B)r\K = 0.

Proof (cf. [10]). Since Ë\E is locally homotopy negligible in Ë, f:A—>Ë can

be arbitrarily closely approximated by maps equal to f on B whose ranges are

in E. Therefore, we shall assume f(A) c E. We also shall assume that

AGE, possibly with A n (K u f(A)) = 0. Represent A\B = (J™ Ai, where
0 = A0 c Ax c A2 c • • ■ is a tower of compacta. Given e > 0, we shall

construct a sequence {hn}^L0 c H(E) such that for n > 1 we have

(1) d(hn,hn_x)<2-"+xe;

(2) hn\An_x=hn_x\An_x and hn\f(A) U K = id ;

(3) d(hn\B,f\B)<2-"-xe.
To construct hQ apply 2.6 with K = A and L = f(A)öK. If h0,hx, ... ,hn_x

(n > 1) are already constructed, by applying 2.6 with fh~_x\hn_x(B), L =

hn_ ! (An_ [ ) U f(A) U K, we obtain a homeomorphism h . Clearly, hn = h o hn_ x

satisfies (l)-(3).

Set v(a) = limhn(a), a G A. Conditions (l)-(3) imply that v is a contin-

uous one-to-one map of A into E with v\B = f\B. By (2) and the fact that

A n (K n f(A)) = 0, we infer that v(A\B) DK = 0.

Proof of 4.2. By the Kadec-Anderson-Toruñczyk Theorem [20], the completions

Zs, and Ë2 are homeomorphic. Let dx and d2 be metrics of Ëx and Zs2, re-

spectively. The method of skeletoids [3] requires us to construct sequences of

compacta {Cn}™=x of Ex and {Cn)^=x of E2 and a sequence of homeomor-

phisms hn:Ëx^> Ë2, n = 1,2,..., such that

(1)4 CC; and A2n G hxn(Cxn) c C2n ,

(2)h„\Cln_x^hn_x\Cln_x;

(3) d*(hn,hn_x) = d2(hn,hn_x) + dx(h-x,h-[x)<2-n(n>2).

Clearly, the condition (3) implies that h = Hmhn and g = limh~x exist and

g and h are inverse maps of one another. Hence, h is a homeomorphism of

Ëx onto Zs2 sending Ex onto Z?2 (use (2) and (3)).

The inductive construction. With Axx = C\ = A2 = C2 = 0, let hx  be any

homeomorphism of Èx onto Ë2. Assume hx,h2, ... ,hn_x (n>2) have been

constructed. Apply Lemma 4.3 with A = Axn,B = c\_x C\Axn , K = hn_x(Cxn_x)

and / = hn_x\An, to approximate / by an embedding v:Axn -* E2 sat-

isfying v\B = f\B  and v(Axn\Cxn_x) n hn_x(Cxn_x) = 0.   Thus, by letting

v\Cn_x = hn_x\Cn_x, v extends to an embedding over the whole Cxn_x. Ap-

plying the estimated homeomorphism extension property [4, p. 153] (see also

2.5), we find a homeomorphism h:Ëx —► Ë2 such that h\Cxn_x = hxn_x\Cx x ,

h(Cxn_xUAxn) = v(Cxn_xUAxn) c E2  and d*(h,hn) < 2~n~l.   Next apply
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Lemma 4.3 with A = A2n, B = A2n n h(Cxn_x U A2n), K = h(Cxn_x U A2n)

and f = h \An, to approximate / by an embedding v:An -* E2 with

v\B = h~x\B and v(A2n\h(Cxn_x U Axn)) n (C\_x U A\) = 0. Again by let-

ting v|/z(Cf)_, U/4n) = h~ \h(Cn_x UAxn), v extends to an embedding over

h(Cn_x U An). By using the estimated homeomorphism extension property we

extend » toa homeomorphism g:Ë2 -» Ëx such that d*(g,h~x) < 2~"~x .

Finally, we set C\ = Cxn_xUAxnUg(A2n), C1 = h(Cxn_xuAxn)uA2n and hH = g~x .

Conditions (l)-(3) are fulfilled.

The following fact is a direct consequence of 4.2.

4.4. Corollary. Let Ex and E2 be infinite-dimensional a-compact l.c.m.l.s.

and Ëx, Ë2 their completions. If there exists a one-to-one map of Ex onto E2,

then the pairs (ÈX,EX) and (È2,E2) are homeomorphic.

4.5. Corollary. Every infinite-dimensional a-compact l.c.m.l.s. [resp. n.l.s.\ E

is homeomorphic to a dense linear subspace of the countable product of lines RN

[resp. of the Hubert space l2 ]. In either case there exists a homeomorphism

which can be extended to the completions.

Proof. Let {x*}^Lx be a sequence of continuous linear functional separating

the points of E. Consider T(x) = (x*(x)), x G E. Clearly, T is a continuous

one-to-one map of E into R . By 4.5, E is homeomorphic to T(E). In the

case where E is a normed space, we may require additionally that ||x*|| <

l/n, n = 1,2, ... , so that T will map E into l2. Now, the first assertion of

4.5 follows from the fact that every closed infinite-dimensional linear subspace

of R [resp. of l2] is isomorphic to R [resp. to l2] itself. The second

assertion is a consequence of 4.4.

Below, we apply the skeleton technique to show the homeomorphism exten-

sion property for Z-sets in every l.c.m.l.s. which is cr-compact.

4.6. Theorem. Every homeomorphism h:Fx —► F2 between Z-sets of an infinite-

dimensional o-compact l.c.m.l.s. E extends to a homeomorphism h of E.

Proof. Let È be the completion of E. It follows from the Lavrientieff theorem

that h extends to h: Fx —► F2, where F¡ is a Gg subset of cl(Zr/) c Ë, i = 1,2.

There is a Gs subset E of Ë with E c E, and Fx and F2 are closed in Ë.

(Let p be a complete metric on FxuF2. Since FXUF2 is closed in FxöF2uE,

by a Hausdorff theorem [4, p. 62] p extends to Fx U F2 U E. The completion

(Fx U F2 u E ,p) may serve as a suitable E.) The space ¿asa complement

of a crZ-set in Ë is homeomorphic to R [4, p. 166]. Clearly, Fx and F2

are Z-sets in E. Therefore, by a theorem of Anderson [4, p. 165] h can be

extended to a homeomorphism h0 of E.

We shall modify hQ in order to get h0(E) = E. Represent E\FX = (j^ An

and E\F2 = U^° An , where A'n are compacta. We shall inductively construct
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sequences of compacta {Cxn}™=x and {Cn}°^=x and a sequence of homeomor-

phisms {h }™=x of Ë such that for n > 1 we have

(1) A\ c C] C MF,, ^ c hn(Cxn) c C„2 c S\F2 ;

(2) hn\Cxn_x=hn_x\Cxn_x and hn\Fx=h0\Fx;

(3) d*(hn,hn_x) = d(hn,hn_x) + d(hnx,hnx_x)<2 ", where </ is a complete

metric on Z?.

Finally, we set /z = limhn\E.

With A\ =C'x=0(i =1,2), we let hx=h0. Suppose hx, ... ,hn_x (n>2)

have been constructed. We make use of 4.3 to approximate hn_x\Cn_x i)An by

embeddings v:Cn_x U Axn -* E. If v is sufficiently close to hn_x\Cn_x uAn,

then v(Cn1_1U^^)n/z0(Z71) = 0. Using the estimated homeomorphism extension

property for compacta of E, we extend v to a homeomorphism h of E with

d*(h,hn_x) < 2~"~2. We repeat the same argument to h~'x\h(Cxn \jAxn)\JA2n

(see the proof of 4.2) to obtain g with g\h(CxnöAxn)öA2n = h~x\h(CxnöAxn)öA2n

and d*(g,h~x) < 2~n~2. Finally, we let hn = g~x.

5. Relative topological equivalence of

skeletoids in noncomplete spaces

The importance of skeleton sets follows from their relative topological equiv-

alence in complete metric spaces X, i.e., if Xx and X2 are skeletoids then there

exists h G H(X) with h(Xx) = X2. This is no longer true if one drops the com-

pleteness assumption of X. To show this, let us consider the simplest example

of a skeletoid, a countable dense subset of a separable m.l.s. X which is a

skeleton set for the class of all finite sets of X.

5.1. Example. For each n, let En = {(x7) G l{:x¡ = 0 for z > n + 1}. Pick

a minimal   1/zz-net An  in En\En_x   (n > 1). Then the set A = U^° An  is a

countable dense subset of l2 . Let B be a countable dense subset of l2 such

that B n E, is dense in £'1 . There exists a homeomorphism h of /2 carrying

A onto 5. However, there is no homeomorphism h of l2 with /z(v4) = Z?.

This is a consequence of the fact that l2\A being the union of (En\En_x)\An

is cr-compact but l2 \B is not. If l2\B were a-compact, then Ex\B would be

also cr-compact, contradicting the Baire category theorem.

Let us recall that every m.l.s. spanned by countable many linearly indepen-

dent vectors is a skeletoid (for the class of finite-dimensional compacta) in its

completion [3]. Below we show that two such skeletoids are no longer relatively

topological equivalent if they are contained in Z, the linear span of the Hubert

space l2.

5.2. Example. Consider a linearly independent subset {x¡}°lx of l2 suchthat

Ex = span{x(}^[  is dense in l2 and £,()!= {0}. Let l! = Z + E.  Both
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Z and Z' are skeletoids for the class of compacta in l2 ; consequently there

eixsts h G H(l2) with h(L) = Z'; see [17]. However, no homeomorphism

of Z onto Z' sends E0 = l2 c Z onto E{ c Z'. The reason is that every

Zn = (Z + span{x, ,x2, ... ,xr¡})\span{x, ,x2, ... ,xn} is cr-compact and so is

their union l!\Ex = U" ^„ > but Z\Z?0 is not cr-compact. If Z\Z?0 were cr-

compact, {(x() G l2: |x(| < l/i}\Ex would also be a-compact, contradicting the

Baire category theorem.

The following result shows that the a-compactness of complements of skele-

toids considered in 5.1 suffices to obtain their relative topological equivalence

in l[.

5.3. Theorem. Let A and B be countable dense subsets of l2 . If l2\A and

l2\B are a-compact, then there exists h G H(l2) with h(l2) = l2 and h(A) =

B.

We shall need the following.

5.4. Lemma. Let A be a countable dense subset of l2 . Given a pair of finite-

dimensional compacta (K ,L), every map F: (K ,L) —► (l2, l2) such that f\L is

an embedding into l2\A can be arbitrarily closely approximated by embeddings

v:K^l{\A with v\L = f\L.
f 1

Proof. First, since /2\/2 is locally homotopy negligible in / [19], we can

assume that f(A) c l2 . Consider any embedding i:K —► [0,1]9 x {0} c

[0, if x [0,1] for a suitable integer q . Pick a map q:[0, if —► [0,1] with

q-'({0}) = i(L).   Write  M = {(p,t) G [0,1]* x [0,l]:f < a(p)}  and let
— f — — 1 f
f:M —► l2  be given by f(p ,t) = f o i    (p). By a property of l2  there exists

an embedding v:M -+12 with v\i(L) = f\i(L) and as close to / as we wish

[6]. Consider a parametric family of embeddings vt(k) = v(i(k) ,ta(i(k))),

0<t<l,kGK. Since for t ¿ s, vt(K\L) n vs(K\L) = 0, for some t we

have vt(K) r\A = 0. We set v = v(.

In the proof below we slightly modify the technique of skeleton sets. Namely,

we deal with two pairs of skeletoids (A,l2\A) and (B ,l2\A), and while A and

B are skeletoids for the class of finite sets, l2\A and l{\B are skeletoids for

the class of finite-dimensional compacta. Our goal is to construct h G H(l2)

sending (A,l(\A) onto (B,l(\B).

Proof of 5.3. Let l[\A = \j\ Axn and l{\B = \JT Al » where K are compacta.

Let, moreover, A = {0^)^=2  anc* B ~ ifyn^i ■   Inductively, we shall con-
1 f 2

struct sequences of finite-dimensional compacta {Cn} of l2\A and {Cn} of

l2\B finite sets Fx c A and F2 c B, and a sequence {hn}xx> of homeomor-

phisms of l2 such that for n > 2

(1) iu{a'}"   CC'UF1 and An2 ö{a2}"i=2 G hn(CxnuFx) G C2nöF2;
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(2) hn\CXn_xUFX_x=hn_x\CX_xuFX_x;

(1) d*(hn,hn_x)=d(hn,hn_x) + d(h-nX ,h-nX_x)<2~n .

Then, clearly h = lim hn will be a required homeomorphism.

Inductive construction. With A\ = C\ = Fx = 0 (i = 1,2) we may set hx =

id.   Assume that hx,h2, ... ,hn_x (n > 2)  exist.   By 5.4,  hn_x\Cxn_x U Axn
1 1 f I

can be approximated by an embedding v:Cn_x U An ^ l2\B with v\Cn_x =

h„_i\Cxn_x. We pick a point v(axn) G B as close to hn_x(an) as we wish and

suchthat (A/I_1|/rn1) U w(a^) is one-to-one. By the estimated homeomorphism

extension property applied to l2, there is h G H(l2) which extends v, i.e.,

h(CXn_xUAxn) c 1{\B, h(Fx_x U {aXn}) C B, h\Cx„_x U Fx_x = hn_x\Cxn_x U

Fx_x and d*(h,hn_x) < 2~"-2. Next, applying 5.4, h~x\h(Cxn_xU Axn)u A¡

can be approximated by an embedding v into l2\A with v|/z(Cn_, U^n) =

h~x\h(Cxn_x U Aln). We can find a point v(an) € ^ as close to h~ (an) as

we wish and such that h~x\h(Fx U {«„}) U w(aj is one-to-one. We extend

v to a homeomorphism g of /2 with d*(g,h~ ) < 2~"~ . Finally, we set

Cn=Cxn_xuAxnög-x(A2n), C2 = h(Cx_xUAxn)uA2n, Fxn = Fxö{axn}ö{g-X(a2n)},

F2n=h(FxVJ{axn})u{a2n) and hn = g'X.

5.5. Remark. The assertion of 5.3 holds true if one replaces l2 by Z.

An argument of 5.3 can be adopted to prove the following fact.

5.6. Proposition. Let E be an infinite-dimensional a-compact l.c.m.l.s. and let

Ex and E2 be two homeomorphic dense linear subspaces of E with a-compact

complements. Suppose that E\Ei can be represented as a union of compacta,

E\Et = A'n , in such a way that each Axn embeds in E\E2 and each An embeds

in E\EX . Then, there exists a homeomorphism h of the completion Ë of E

with h(E) = E and h(Ex) = E2.

We need the following modification of 4.3.

5.7. Lemma. Let E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and E0 its dense

linear subspace. Let (A,B) be a pair of compacta such that A embeds in E\EQ.

Given a compact set K, e > 0 and a map f:(A,B) -> (Ë,E\E0) such that

f\B is an embedding, there exists an embedding v:A-> E\EQ with v\B = f\B,

d(v,f) <e and v(A\B)r\K = 0.

Proof. We may assume that f(A) c E (see the proof of 4.3) and A c E\EQ

with A n (f(A) U K) = 0. Let A\B = [J^A^ where {A¡} is a tower of
compacta. Applying 2.6, we construct a sequence {h^ c H(E\E0) such that

(l)-(3) of 4.3 are satisfied. As in the proof of 4.3 v = UmhJA is an embedding

with v\B = f\B and v(A\B) nZi = 0. Since An c E\E0 and hn preserves

E0MAn) = hn(An)GE\E0   (« = 1,2,...).
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Proof of'5.3. Let Ex = (J™ Bxn, E2 = [jfB2, where B'n are compacta. We

construct sequences of compacta {Cxn) of E\EX , {C2} of E\E2, {Dxn} of Ex

and {Z^} of E2 and a sequence of homeomorphisms {hn}™=x of Ë suchthat

for n > 2

(1) A\UB\ C C,1 U0¡ and a\uB\ C A,(C¡U/D¡) C C2UZ>„2;

(2)AJC/i1_1uD;_1=A„_,|Cí;_1uZ>:_1;

(3) d\hn,hn_x)<2-n.

We omit the inductive construction. To perform it, follow the proof of 4.2 and

make use of the result of 5.5. We complete the proof by letting h = limhn .

5.8. Theorem. Let E be a a-compact l.c.m.l.s. containing a Hubert cube (by

a result o/[10] E is homeomorphic to Z). Let Ex and E2 be homeomorphic

a-compact dense linear subspaces of E. If Ei contains no Hubert cube and

E\Ei (i = 1,2) are a-compact, then there exists a homeomorphism h of the

completion Ë of E such that h(E) = E and h(Ex) = E2.

Proof. Let Q denote a Hubert cube contained in E. Since each Q\E¡ is

nonempty and a-compact, by the Baire category theorem, it contains an open

subset of Q. Consequently, each E\Et is universal for compacta. Therefore,

the assertion follows from 5.6.

A direct conclusion of 5.8 is the following.

5.9. Corollary. Let Ex and E2 be dense linear subspaces which are countable

unions of finite-dimensional compacta of 2,. If E\E¡ are a-compact (i = 1,2),

then there exists a homeomorphism of l2 with h(L) = Z and h(Ex) = E2.

5.10. Note. If, additionally in 5.9, A c Ex and B c E2 are countable and

dense sets such that both EX\A and E2\B are a-compact, then there exists a

homeomorphism h of l2 with h(L) = Z, h(Ex) = E2 and h(A) = B.

In the case where the complements E\Ej are not a-compact, we have the

following partial result only.

5.11. Theorem. Let E be a l.c.m.l.s. such that E = Ui° Cn , where each Cn

is a compact convex set and Cn is a Z-set in Cn+X. Let Ex and E2 be dense

linear subspaces which are countable unions of finite-dimensional compacta of E.

If each Cr¡nE¡ (i = 1,2) is dense in Cn , then there exists a homeomorphism

h of the completion Ë of E such that h(E) = E and h(Ex) = E2.

We start with a lemma.

5.12. Lemma. Let C, C C2 c • ■ • C Ck be a tower of compact convex sets in an

infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. E. Let E0 be a linear dense subspace of E with

each Ci n E0 dense in C( and assume Ci is a Z-set in Ci+X, i = I, ... ,k-l.

Then, every embedding of a pair of finite-dimensional subcompacta (A,B) of

Ck u:(A,B)^ (Ck ,Ck nE0) with u(A n (C^C^,)) C C,\ C,_, (C0 = 0) can

be arbitrarily closely approximated by embeddings v:A^Ck with v(A n Cx) c

E0, v\B = u\B and v(A n (C(.\C(_,)) C Cl\Ci_x.
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Proof. By virtue of [9], a convex set Cxr\EQ is homeomorphic to l2 . Hence, by

a property of l[, u\A n C, can be approximated by embeddings vx : A n Cx -*

Cx n E0 such that vx\B nC, = u\B n C,. There is a map /,JilC2 —► C2

with /,|/1 nC, = V[M n C, and /,|fi nC2 = u|S n C2. We can find fx
as close to u\A n C2 as we wish, provided îz,  is close enough to u\AC\ Cx.

Consider C2 nE0, another copy of l2 . Since C, n EQ is a Z-set in C2 n Zs0 ,

the map fx can be approximated by embeddings v2:Ar\C2 —» C2nZs0 satisfying

v2(^ln(C2\C1))nC2\C1 and v2\(AnCx)u(BnC2) = fx\(AnCx)u(BnC2).

Continuing this process, we find embeddings vf.An Ci -* C¡ n EQ such that

vj\Af\Ci_x =v¡_x\AnC¡_x, v^An^^C^)) c Ci\Cj_x and tz. to be as close

to u\A n C. as we wish. Clearly, v = vk fulfills the assertion of 5.12.

Proof of 5.11. It is easily seen that there are sequences of finite-dimensional

compacta {Axn}™ and {A2J™ with a[ c Cn and such that UTX =E\ > ' =

1,2. We shall construct inductively sequences of finite-dimensional compacta

{*-0r ' a seQuence °f integers 1 = zc(l) < k(2) < ■•■ , and a sequence of

homeomorphisms {h^ of E such that for n>2,

d) 4 C C¡ C Ck(n) and A\ c ^(C^) c C2 c Ck(n) ;

(2) hn\Cxn_x = hn_x\Cxn_x;

(3) hn(Dk{¡)) = Dk(i) with Dj = Cj\Cj_x ,i=l,...,n;

(4) d*(hn,hn_x) = d(hn,hn_x) + d(h-nx ,h-nx_x)<2-n.

Suppose {h^ has been constructed. Then, by (4), h = limhn is a homeo-

morphism of È satisfying, by (1) and (2), h(Ex) = E2. Condition (3) implies

h(Ck,A = Ck.¡, for every z. Therefore, we additionally obtain h(E) = E.

Inductive construction. To construct /z, , consider C1 nZs2, a convex copy of l2 ;

see [8]. Since Cx nZs2 is dense in Cx, the identity on Ax can be approximated

by embeddings v:Axx —► C, n E2. The estimated homeomorphism extension

property [4, p. 155] of Cx , homeomorphic to the Hubert cube [4, p. 100],

implies that the identity on C, can be approximated by homeomorphisms h

of C, with h\Ax = v\Ax . Next, we extend A toa homeomorphism h of Ë ;

moreover, the estimated homeomorphism extension property of Ë yields h

with d*(h, id) < 1/4 if h is sufficiently close to idc . Let A = h(Axx) U A2X

and B = h(A\), and let u = h~x\A . Now C, n Ex is a dense convex copy of

l2 in Cx. Hence, u can be approximated by embeddings v:A -> Cx f)Ex with

v\B = u\B. As above, we extend v to a homeomorphism g of Ë satisfying

g(Cx) = C, and d*(g,h~x) < 1/4. We set hx = g~x together with C\ =

^¡u^) and C2 = h(Axx) u A2X .

Assume that (l)-(4) are valid for n > 2. Consider A = C\ uAxn+x, B = Cxn,

and u = hn\A. There exists an integer zc(zz + 1) > k(n) and an embedding

vQ:A -* Ck.+X)  as close to u as we wish with vQ\A n Ck(n) = u\A n Ck,..
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Applying 5.12 to a tower Ck(X) c Ck(2) c • • ■ c Ck.n+X), we find an embedding

v:A —> Ck(n+X) such that v(A) c E2, v\B = v0\B = hn\B, and v(AC\Dk.¡)) c

Dk(i), i = 1,2, ... ,n + l. Since each Ck(i) is a Z-set in Ck(i+X) and Cfc(/+1)

is a Z-set in Ë, the estimated homeomorphism extension properties of each

Ck(i+X) and Ë yield that there exists a homeomorphism h of Ë preserving each

Ck(¡), i = 1,2, ... ,n + 1, and satisfying A|/l = v\A and d*(h,hn) < 2~n~2.

Next, let ^ = /z(C^U^+1)u^2+1, B = h(Cxn u Axn+X) and w = h'x\A. We

have ^ c Ck(n+X) and z/(^ n Z)t(/)) c Dk{¡),  i = 1,2, ... ,n + I.  Applying

5.12. we approximate u by an embedding v:A -» Cfc(/I+1) with v(^4) c Zs,

and v(y4 n Z\(()) C Z>¿(/) for i = 1,2, ... , zz + 1. Finally, we extend v in the

above fashion to a homeomorphism g of Ë which preserves each Ck{j), i =

1,2, ... ,n + I, and d*(g,h~~ ) < 2~"~  . To finish the inductive construction

wesethn+x=g-x,Cx+x=CxnöAxn+xug-x(A2n+x), C„2+I = h(CxnUAxn+x)uA2n+x .

5.13. Note. The proof of 5.11 works in the case where [ff Ct = C is a non-

trivial convex subset of E. If C (= Ex) and C (= E2) are convex subsets

of C and each Cfc n C' is a-finite-dimensional dense in C, then there exists

a homeomorphism /z of the closure C of C with h(C) = C and h(Cx) = C2

(see [6]).

5.14. Example. Let Q = [-1,1]^ be the Hubert cube. Consider C =

oTi(x¡) € Q:\x¡\ < I - j¡, / > « + 1}, a convex dense subset of Q, and

let Z„ = {(x,) G Q:xt■ = 0, i > n + 1} and Z„ = {(*,) e Z„: |x,| < 1, i =

1,2,...,«}. We infer from 5.13 that there exists h G H(Q) with h(C) = C

andh((jnln) = (jjn-

6. Extending homeomorphisms in an isotopy setting

It is possible to give an isotopy version of our abstract theorem concerning

the homeomorphism extension property. To obtain that both notions, the al-

most extension and the limit flattening properties, have to be changed. We are

not going to present this in full generality. We shall only discuss the case of ex-

tending homeomorphisms in locally convex metric linear spaces. Our controlled

isotopy extension theorems are formulated in a similar way to that of Anderson-

McCharen [2]. The results, as the referee suggested, may have applications in

investigating manifolds modelled on metric linear spaces without completeness.

We include here, as a direct application of that, the homeomorphism extension

theorem for local compacta in such spaces.

Before we formulate a controlled isotopy extension theorem we explain the

following notation concerning homotopies and isotopies. We say that a homo-

topy h = (ht): Z —» E is limited by a collection %7 of subsets of E if each set

h(z x I), z G Z, is either contained in some member of % or it consists of

one point. We write I for the interval [0,1] and ^+ = \J%7. Together with a
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homotopy (ht), A0 = id, we shall consider the set Fix(/z) = {z e Z:h(z x I) =

{z}} . Clearly we have %7+ D h((Z\Fix(h)) x I). By an isotopy h = (ht) of E

we mean a homotopy h:E x I -* E with the property that (x,t) —> (h(x,t),t)

is a homeomorphism of E x I.

6.1. Theorem. Lei E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and let K be its

compact subset. Let h = (ht) be a homotopy of K into E so that h0 = id^

and hx:K —► E is an embedding. Assume that h is limited by a collection &

of open subsets of E. If %7+ contains the closure of K\ Fix(A) then there exists

an isotopy h = (A ) of E such that h0 = id, hx\K = hx, h is limited by %

and h(k ,t) = k for all k G Fix(/z) and t G I.

First we modify the homotopy h  in order to have h((K\Fix(h)) x I) n

Fix(A) = 0.

6.2. Lemma. Write K0 = Fix(A). There exists a homotopy g = (gx) of K

which is limited by %7 and such that g = h on Zt0 x Z U (K\K0) x {0,1} and

g((K\Ko)xI)nKo = 0.

Proof. Write e~(k) = ±sup{dist(A(Â: x I),E\U):U G %7} and notice that ë

is lower-semicontinuous on K n %7+ . There exists a continuous mapping e

with 0 < e(zc) < ë(zc), zc G K n %7+ . Correct e to have e(kn) -» 0 whenever

d(kn , K0) —> 0. Since K0 is a Z-set in E, one can find a homotopy <p = (<ps) on

(K\K0)xI into I so that (ps((K\KQ)xI)nK0 = 0 for all 0 < s < I, tp0 = h on

(K\K0)xI and d(tps(k,t),h(k,t))<e(k) for all kGK\K0 and (t, s) G Ixl,
see [19]. The latter inequality yields: d((ps(k, t), h(k, t)) < dist(h(k x I), E\U)

for some U G % containing h(kxl); i.e., <ps(k, t) G U for (s,t) G Ixl. Pick

a steering map k: (K\K0) xl -► Z such that <T'(0) G (K\K0) x {0,1} and put

g(k, t) = (p((k, t),X(k, t)) for (k, t) G (K\KQ) x I. It is clear that this map can

be continuously extended to the whole KxI by putting g = h on KQxI. Now

we show that % can be replaced by a collection {st(A(/c x I), "V): k g K n ^+}

for some collection 'V ; here st(^, T) stands for |J{ V G "V: V n A = 0} .

6.3. Lemma. There exists a collection 'V consisting of open sets of E such

that T~+ contains h((K n %7+) x I) and st((k x I) ,'V) is contained in some

element of % for each k G K n ^+ .

Proof. Let e be a function of the proof of 6.2. Write B(x,r) = {y:d(x,y) <

r} . We shall pick for each x € h((K n %7+) x I) a number S(x) > 0 such that

whenever y G \J{B(x ,ô(x)):B(x ,ô(x)) n A(zc x Z) = 0} then

d(y,h(kxl))<e(k).

From this it easily follows that_ T~ = {B(x,ô(x)):x G h((K n ^+) x I)} has

the required property. Write S(x) = inf{ie(zc):x G h(k x I)}. By the com-

pactness of K we infer that ô is lower-semicontinuous and S(x) > 0 for x G

h((K D %7+) x I). Thus there exists a continuous map 3 such that 0 < S(x) <

S(x).   Now, by the continuity of S there is a continuous map S such that
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0 < S(x) < 8(x) and that d(y,x) < 2ô(x) implies \3(y) - 3(x)\ < 3(x).

Assume now that y G B(x,ô(x)), x G h((K n %+) x I) with B(x,8(x)) n

h(k x I) = 0. Then for some i e Z we have d(x ,ht(k)) < 3(x), and conse-

quently \3(x) - 3(ht(k))\ < 3(ht(k)). This yields 3(x) < 23(ht(k)). We can
estimate d(y ,ht(k)) < d(y ,x) + d(x ,ht(k)) < 28(x) < A3(ht(k)) < e(k). A
proof of 6.3 is completed.

The following fact will be our main step in proving 6.1.   It replaced the

condition of the almost extension property.

6.4. Proposition. Let (K, K0) be a pair of compacta of E, U an open neigh-

borhood of K\K0 in E and e > 0. Suppose A = (A() is a homotopy of K in

K0LiU such that A0 = id, A,:Zi —► E is an embedding, h((K\KQ) xZ)nZi0 = 0

and hl\K0 = id for all t G I. Then for every collection "V of open subsets of E

with 2/"+ D h((K\KQ) x I) there exists an isotopy (tpt) of E satisfying

(1) c60 = id, d(<px\K,hx)<e,
(2) <p\KQ U (E\U) = id for all t G I,

(3) (</>,) is limited by the collection {st(h(k x I),T):k e K\K0}.

6.5. Lemma. The assertion of 6.A holds true if we additionally assume that

Ko = 0.
Proof. Let 3(x) be the map of 6.3 chosen for the collection % =

{st(h(k x I) ,W):k G K). There is a 8 > 0 so that 8 < 3(x) for all x G

h(K x I). Thus y may be replaced by {Z*(A(zc xl),8):k G K), where

B(A,8) = {x G E:d(x,A) < 3}. A required isotopy (<pt) will be given as

the composition of an isotopy (At), 0 < t < t0, such that A0 = id with an-

other isotopy (h't), t0 < t < 1 with h't = id. Observe that whenever (A() is a

¿/2-isotopy and (h't) is an isotopy limited by {B(h(k x I),3/2):k G K} then

the isotopy (tpt) equal to (A() for 0 < t < t0 and <pt = h't o A( for t0 < t < 1

will be limited by {B(h(k x I) ,3): k g K} . The isotopy (A,) that we choose is

that of the proof of 2.3. We recall that A0 = id and AJZiVC/ = id, t G I. The

isotopy (h't) is given by h't = h77 o <p( o h0 , where A0 and <P = (<p;) are those

from the proof of 2.1. We recall that A('(x) = aK(x) + <P(x - azc(x), íXk(x)) ,

where a,zc and k are those of 2.1 and <P is an isotopy of a finite-dimensional

linear subspace X{ of E. We additionally require that (h't) be limited by

{B(h(k x I),8 / A): k g K} and k(y) = 0 for d(a(y) ,0) > 3/A. This yields that
(A,') is limited by {B(h(kxl) ,S/2):k GK} . Both isotopies (A,) and (A,') are

taken in such a way that suitable estimates of the proof of 1.5 can be carried

over in order to get d(tpx \K, A, ) < e .

Proof of 6.A. Using the condition that h((K\K0) x I) nZi0 = 0 we infer that

for every neighborhood UQ of K0 in K there exists an open neighborhood VQ

of Äq such that zc' G U0 provided k G VQ and d(k,ht(k')) < 8. Consider

U0 = {k G K:d(ht(k),k) < e/A, t g 1} and pick V0 Q U0 and 8 > 0, 8 <

e/A, to fulfill the above condition. With L = K\V0, (A,)|L and {B(x,8(x)):
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x G h(L x I)} apply 6.5 to get an isotopy (tpt) of E such that c60 = id,

d(tf>x\L,hx\L) < e/2, (¡>,\(E\U) U K0 = id for all i e Z and (tpt) is
limited by {B(h(k x I), 8/2): k G L7] . We may assume that 8 is so small that

{B(h(k x I),3):k G L} refines the collection {st(A(/c xI),T):k G K\K0}.

Therefore it is enough to check that d(tpx\K,hx) < e. Pick k G V0\K0.

Then <p(K x I) is contained in B(h(k' x I),.8/2) for some zc' G L and thus

d(k, ht(k')) < 8/2. By the choice of 8 we infer that zc' G U0 which implies that

diam(A(zc' x/))< e/2. Finally we have

d(<t>x(k),hx(k))<d(<px(k),k) + d(k,hx(k))

< diam(A(zc' x I)) + 8 + e/A < e.

The following consequence of Proposition 6.4 corresponds to the condition

(*) of 1.2.

6.6. Corollary. For every pair of compacta (K,K0) of E, a neighborhood U

of the closure of K\K0 and a map e: U —► (0, oo) there exists a > 0 such that

every embedding h:K —► E with h\K0 = id and d(h, id) < a can be arbitrary

closely approximated by restrictions A,|Zi , where (ht) is an isotopy of E such

that A0 = id, AJZi0 u (E\U) = id and d(ht(x),x) < ß(x) for all x G U and
tel.

We shall employ the following simple fact.

6.7. Lemma. Suppose that an isotopy ((¡>t) of E, <p0 = id, is limited by

{st(h(K x I),W):k G K\K0}, where W is a collection of open subsets of E

such that A((Zt\Zi0) x I) c W+. Then there exists a map e:W+ -* (0,oo)

such that for every isotopy (y/t) of E with ip0 = id, \pt\E\W+ = id and

d(y/,(x) ,x) < e(x) for all x G W+ and t G I, the isotopy (ipt o ¡/>() is limited

by {st(h(k x I), st(3T)): zc G K\K0} .

Proof. Choose e: W+ —» (0, oo) with the property that whenever A G H(E),

h\E\W+ = id and d(h(x),x) < e(x), x gW+ , then A is limited by W;
i.e., for each x either {x,A(x)} is contained in a member of W or it is

one point. Now from d(ypAx),x) < e(x) for some t G I it follows that

{Vt(<l>t(x)),(pt(x)}GW, W gW . Since (p(x x I) c st(A(/c x I),W) for some
k g K\K0 we infer that {^(^(x)): t G 1} c st(A(/c x Z), st(2T)).

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Using 6.2 we may assume that the homotopy (A,) satisfies

A((ZC\Zt0) x Z) D K0 = 0. By 6.3 there is a collection T~ of open subsets of E

suchthat A((#n^+)xZ)c^+ and {st(h(kx I),^):k gK\K0} refines %.

Pick W open coyer of ^+ such that st(^") refines T~. A required isotopy

can be found as ht = y/t°tpt with (tpt) and (\pt) satisfying the assumptions of

6.7. Consequently A = (A,) will be limited by %7. The isotopies (tpt) and (tpt)
will be chosen so that <px = A0 and

y/x = lim(g~x o...og-log-xxohno---ohx),
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where A0, A,, ... and gQ,gx, ... are those of the proof of 1.3. The isotopy

(tpt) is that of Proposition 5.4 applied to the quadruple ((K, K0), U = W+ , e =

a,W), where a is that of 6.6 applied to the triple ((hx(K), A, (Zt0)), U = W+ ,

e(x)/A). Notice that U contains the closure of (hx(K)\hx(K0)). Using 6.6 we

proceed by the inductive construction of 1.3 to get isotopies g ,g , ... and

A1, A2, ... of E. Finally we let <pt = lim((g"+x o • • • o g,0)-1 o h" o • • • o h]).

The control functions e„(x) are taken so small to get d(tpt(x)) < e(x) for

some x € W+ . Since the convergence in the proof of 1.3 is uniform, the maps

(i,x) -» ip,(x) and (t,x) -» y/~x(x) are continuous. Note that ip~x(x) =

lim(A" o ■ ■ ■ o ht )~ o g"+ o ■ ■ • o gt (x). Hence the proof of 6.1 is completed.

Now we present another result concerning the controlled isotopy extension.

We drop the assumption that %7+ contains the closure of ZC\Fix(A).

6.8. Theorem. Suppose that a homotopy (ht) satisfies the hypothesis of'6.1.

Then there exists an isotopy (ht) limited by st(%7) and fulfilling the assertion of

6.1.

We need the following lemma in which we slightly strengthen the fact that

open subsets U of E have the discrete approximation property (see [11]),

i.e., for every map f:®°^={ Kn —► U of disjoint union of compacta (Kn) and

for each open cover W of U there exists a map g:0^ti K„ —* U such that

the collection {g(KJ} is discrete in U and the family {f(x),g(x)}, x G

0~=1 Kn , refines W.

6.9. Lemma. Let V be an open subset of E with U ç V. Assume that

the closure of im(f) in V is contained in U and that {f(Ln)} is discrete

in V, where Ln is a closed subset of Kn, «=1,2,.... Then there exists

7:©r=i^ - V suchjhat {f(Kn)} is discrete in V, J\Ln = f\Ln, « =

1,2,...,  and {f(x),f(x)}, x = 0^°=, Kn , refines W.

Proof. Let ^' = ^u(F\im(/)). There exists g:®nK'=xKn -> V such that

{(g(K„)} is discrete in V and d(f(x),g(x)) < e(f(x)), where e:F->(0,oo)

is a map such that d(f(x),cp(x)) < e(f(x)) implies {f(x),cp(x)} refines %,

see [11]. Since {f(Ln)} is discrete in V we may assume that e(y) < l/n for

all y G f(Ln). Consider an open set Gn = {x G Kn:d(f(x),g(x)) < l/n

and dist(/(x),/(Ln)) < 1/«}. We see that LnG Gn, so there exists a map

¿:©~i*„ -► [0,1] with k\Ln = 1 and k\Kn\Gn = 0, « = 1,2,.... Write

7(x) = k(x)f(x) + (l- k(x))g(x) for x G 0~ , Zv„ . Then

d(f(x),f(x)) = d((l-k(x))(f(x) - g(x)),0) < d(f(x),g(x)) < e(f(x)).

From this it follows that {f(x),f(x)} refines ^ and im(7) Q U. Let {f(xk)} ,

xk G Kn and «, < «2 < • • • , be a sequence convergent in V . Since f\Kn\Gn =

g\Kn\Gn we may assume that xk G Gn . The inequality d(f(x),f(x)) <

d(f(x),g(x)) yields the convergence of {f(xk)}. Since dist(f(xk),f(Lnt)) <

l/nk the above inequality contradicts the fact that {f(Ln)} was discrete.
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Proof of Theorem 6.8. First, according to 6.2, we replace the original homotopy

by a homotopy A such that h((K\K0) x I) nZi0 = 0, where K0 = Fix(A). Pick

a sequence {t/n}~ , of open sets of K such that K = U0dUxdUxdU2d

U2D-   and  OÍ! tf,, = *0 •   Write  Ai = V2i-2\U2i-l   and  Bi = V2i-x\U2i .

z = 1,2,_ We are going to construct a homotopy h':K x I —► Zs satis-

fying the following conditions: h'\K x {0,1} = A|Zi x {0,1}, both collec-

tions {h'(Ai x I)} and {h'(Bj x I)} are discrete in E\K0 and A' is limited

by %. Let ^ be a collection of open sets in E such that ^+ contains

h((K\KQ) x I) and {st(h(k x I),T):k G K\KQ} refines 2f. There exists

an open cover W such that st (W) refines 'V. We apply 6.9 and approx-

imate {h\Ai x 1} by {gl\Ai x I) so that h = gx on Ai x {0,1}, the col-

lection {gx(A¡ x I)} is discrete in E\K0 and {h(x),gx(x)}, x G \JAi x I,

refines W. Note that the closure of A((Zi\Zi0) x I) in E\K0 is contained in

W+ . Next {A|Z?; x 1} can be approximated by {g2\B¡ x I) so that g2 = h on

Zf. x {0,1} and g2 = gx on (dB7) x Z, where 9Z?. is the boundary of Z?; in

ZC, {^(Z?,. x I)) is discrete in E\KQ and {A(x), g2(x)} , x 6 |J 5J. x I, refines

st (W). To make this possible first we find a map /: (K\K0) x I -+ E so that

f=gx on UK- x Z) U (tf\tf0) x {0,1} and {A(x) ,/(x)} , x e (K\KQ) x I,
refines st(W), and then we apply 6.9 to the map f\{jBi x I, we see that

h'\(K\KQ) x I given by h'\Ai x I = gx\Ai x I and h'\Bi x I = g2\B¡ x I has

the required properties. We may choose gx and g2 in order that A' can be

continuously extended to KQx I by letting h'(x,t) = x for (x,t) G KQx I.

Further on use A to denote the homotopy A'. We enlarge the elements of

{AL4. x I)} and {h(Bi x I)} in order that the collections {B(h(A¡ x I),37}

and {B(h(B¡ x I), Ó".)} remain discrete in E\K0 ; here 8¡ > 0. For each i, let

kj-.K —► I be a map satisfying A(|^( = 1 and A(x,A((x)) G B(h(A¡ x Z),r5(/2)

provided that k¡(x) ¿ 0. Each map X¡ determines a homotopy f':K x I -> E

by f'(x,t) = h(x,k¡(x) ■ t). Clearly, we have /0' = id, f'x(x,t) = h(x,k¡(x)),

/' = A on At x I, the family {f((K\Fix(/')) x /)} is discrete in E\K0,

and /' is limited by %7. It is easily seen that the family (/' ) determines a

homotopy f:K x I —► E equal to /' on (K\Fix(f')) x I and the identity

elsewhere. Next we approximate fx:K —► E by an embedding u:K —► E such

that u\A¡ = f\\Ai = hi\Ai and w|Fix(/) = id. We can do it applying 4.3 to

each /'. Consider the segment homotopy ut(x) = tu(x) + (1 - t)fx(x) con-

necting fx with the embedding ux = u. A homotopy g:K x I —» E which is

the composition of / and (ut) joins the identity with u. Consider the homo-

topy g':K x I —> E equal to (ut) on K\Fix(F') and u¡(x) = x elsewhere.

If u is close enough to /, then gi((K\Fix(gi)) x I) c B(h(A¡ x I),87) and

therefore the collection {g'((K\Fix(g')) x I)} is discrete in E\K0. Moreover

if u is sufficiently close to /, then g, and consequently g', will be limited

by ^7. The next step is to connect homotopically gx with hx. Observe that
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the homotopy (ux_t) joins u with fx(x) = h(x,k(x)) while the homotopy

(x,t) -» A(x,(l - t)k(x) + t) joins fx with A, . Thus their composition (p't)

joins u with A! . Consider C¡ = u(B7) and let p¡(y) = p'l(u~x(y)) for y G C¡

and i = 1,2,_ Then (p,') joins idc  with A¡ om_1|C(. .  Since p\(y) = y

for y G dC¡, the boundary dC¡ is taken in u(K), the homotopy (p't) can be

extended to the whole u(K) by letting p't(y) = y off C.. If the map u is

sufficiently close to /, then p'((u(K)\Fix(p')) x I) c B(h(Bt xI),87) and thus

the collection {pl((u(K)\Fix(p')) x I)} will be discrete in E\K0, moreover

p' will be limited by %7. Now to each homotopy g' and pl we apply The-

orem 6.1. There are isotopies G' and P' of E such that G'Q = id,P~ = id,

G\ = u on Zi\Fix(/'), P[ = p\ and Fix(P') = Fix((p\)). The isotopies

Gl and />' are limited by a collection 'V finer than ^ in order that the

families {£\Fix(C7')} and {£'\Fix(Pi)} are discrete in E\KQ and the se-

quences sup{dist(j;,£'\Fix(g')):>'^Fix(C7')} and sup{dist(y,£\Fix(//)):;»; <£

Fix(P')} tend to zero. We see that the isotopies (G1) and (Pl) determine

isotopies G and P on E\K0 given by G(x) = G'(x) for x G E\Fix(G')

and P(x) = P'(x) for x e £'\Fix(ZJ'). It can be easily checked that, letting

C7(x, t) = P(x, t) = x for (x ,t) gKqx I, G and P extend to isotopies of the

whole E. Finally the composition of G and P defines a required isotopy A

which is limited by st(%7).

6.10. Remark. Let K' = Kxl ~, where (x,,t) ~ (x2,s) iff x, = x2 € Fix(A).

Furthermore, let h':K' -* E be defined by h'([(x ,t)]) = ht(x). (Note that K1

is a compact metrizable space.) If we assume that K' admits an embedding into

E then in the assertion of 6.8 we may additionally require that the isotopy A is

limited by %7. In this case we may replace the original homotopy by a homotopy

A such that h\(K\KQ) x I is an embedding. Then use the fact that for every

e > 0, there exists 8n > 0 such that sup{d(hs(x),hs(y)):s G 1} < e provided

d(ht(x),hu(y)) <8n for some t,uGl and every x,y G An L)Bn uAn_x .

Here is our main result concerning controlled isotopy extension for local

compacta.

6.11. Theorem. Let E bean infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. and let A be its

closed locally compact subset. Let A = (ht) be a homotopy of A into E such

that A0 = id and hx:A —► hx(A) is a closed embedding. Assume that h is

limited by a collection % of open subsets of E. If the closure of h(A\Fix(h)) is

contained in %7+ then there exists an isotopy (h() of E limited by st(%7) with

A0 = id, hx\A = hx and AJFix(A) = id, tGl.

Proof, We repeat the argument of 6.8. We replace the original homotopy by a

homotopy A with h((A\AQ) x I) n A0 = 0 , where A0 = Fix(A). Then we pick

a sequence {Un}^=0 of open subsets of A such that each A\Un is compact,

A = U0 D Vx D Ux D V2 d U2 D ■ ■ ■  and fd Un = 0. Define the sets A¡
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and Bi as in the proof of 6.8. The condition that cl(h((A\A¿) x I)) c ^+

allows us to modify Lemma 6.9 so that we are able to construct a homotopy

h':AxI -► E which is limited by ^ and such that h'\A x {0,1} = h\A x {0,1}
and the collections {h'(A¡ x I)} and {A'(Z?( x I)} are discrete in the whole space

E. Further on we proceed as in the proof of 6.8. While constructing Gl and

P' we additionally require that G't\A0 = P¡\AQ = id, t G I and i = 1,2, ... .

This time the families {Zi\Fix(C7')} and {E\Fix(P')} are discrete in the whole

E. Hence the step of extending G and P to A0 can be omitted. An isotopy

A is the composition of G and P.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.11 is the following generalization

of 2.12.

6.12. Corollary. Every infinite-dimensional locally convex metric linear space

E has the homeomorphism extension property for local compacta, i.e., every

homeomorphism between closed local compacta of E extends to a homeomor-

phism of E.

Let E be an infinite-dimensional l.c.m.l.s. containing E as a dense linear

subspace. All the isotopies (ht) appearing in 6.4, 6.6 and in the proofs of 6.1,

6.8, 6.11 and 6.12 can be taken to satisfy ht G H(E\E), t G I. This makes it

possible to claim

6.13. Remark. In Theorems 6.1, 6.8, 6.11 and 6.12 we may additionally re-

quire that ht G H(E\E), t G I, and h G H(E\E), respectively.
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